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THE MOST OFFENSIVE KOALA EVER!!!
A collection of the most offensive, hateful, immature, degrading and
shameful Koala articles ever, based upon number of letters received
from the UCSD Women’s Caucus, Women’s Resource Center, CWD,
SAAC, the A.S., THE GUARDIAN, Student Policies & Judicial Affairs, Rape Prevention Education Program, the LGBTA, as well as
acts of graffiti around campus and bricks thrown through our office
windows. Pre-emptive letter of apology included!

Ed Box
---or--How I made a really big
title for an ed box that
was too small to fill the
space I needed to fill
I know that the only reason you are reading this is
because there are no lists. I am sorry to report that there is only
a mediocre reason for this. We thought that a collection of the
most offensive articles ever might be timely. You see, UCSD
has a long and boring history and I believe that a certain lack of
vision is inherent from the revolving door of student populations here. That is the root cause of much of the white noise
that we have noticed here regarding some of our recent issues.
Much of the student body here does not remember how THE
KOALA used to be and those folks are thereby inspired to take
up the pen and fire off letters to THE TARDIAN, a newspaper
that is itself entirely run and written by morons and is therefore
in a weak position to reject someone’s letter just because it’s
moronic. That is why I have prepared this issue, for the readers’ education. As anyone with half a brain can see, and of
course, those are the people that I’m writing for because
anyone with a full-sized brain already knew, THE KOALA
really was much, much, much more offensive in the past
(check the “Cold Fish” piece!).
The purpose of this issue is twofold. The first is to illustrate
how tame THE KOALA has become. It is interesting to note
the dates on the letters from the various groups. Student
organizations, like the Rape Prevention Education Program,
have been demanding that THE KOALA be shut down for
almost twenty years. Ironically, it is Rape Prevention Education Program, that has failed the test of time, while THE
KOALA is as popular as ever. The second purpose is to help
oppressed students get resource centers. Check out http://
orpheus.ucsd.edu/caclgbi/report97.html#Chap12 and scroll
down to student newspapers. It details how THE KOALA
helped the homos get a resource center. If you want a resource
center, browse through here and find something that offends
you. Then requisition the Chancellor for money. Just kick us
back 10%. The chicks and the homos haven’t and that’s why
we still make fun of them. Anyway, enjoy the issue. Don’t
worry, we’ll have lists for you in about a week. Later.
-Ed

STAFF
BOX

Hamburger U Alumnus:
George Liddle

College of the Burger Alumni:
Adam Ainsworth, Kerry Drake, Erik Kapernick, T-Bone Knowles,
Robert Lanuzza, Jeremy Rode, Nick Silva

Hamburger School Diplomas to:
Marcus Lees, Jason Moore, Sammie Skillz, Jonathon Severdia,
Wendy Tung

Failed the General Hamburger
Development Test:
Ethan Duni

“The views expressed in this publication are solely those of THE KOALA and our
members. While the publisher of this publication is recognized as a campus student
organization at the University of California, San Diego, the views expressed in its
publication do not represent those of ASUCSD, the University of California, the
Regents, their officers, or employees. Each publication bears the full legal responsibility for its content.” We have to print this. The AS is just afraid to admit that our views
probably do represent their views. It’s better to have us take the fall for their racism.

“Salchow: Is this Funny?”
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“Alms for the Queer”
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A VALENTINE THAT GOT HER OFF HER ASS!
RAPE PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM (RPEP)
SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER, B-009
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093
February 28, 1986

Don’t cry, baby,
Sometimes love hurts
And remember,
It’s our little secret

Dear Dr. Watson:
We are writing in objection to a valentine message which appeared in the February 5 issue of The Koala. We have enclosed a
copy of this message. As you can see, it is a tasteless joke about a
very serious issue for women and men; incest.
The Koala consistently contains sexual innuendos which are
degrading to women, but we generally chalk these up to the bad
taste and immaturity of students who use women, ethnic groups, and
others as the brunt of their jokes.
With the current article we feel we must speak out. Incest is not
a joke and the incredible insensitivity of The Koala editors on this
subject warrants at least a reprimand by the administration at UCSD.
The statistics now show that 1 out of 5 of college women have
been sexually abused; many by their fathers. These women have
been traumatized for life.
Our society does not condone racial and sexual slurs in the press and we feel that the university community and administration
needs to speak out to The Koala to let them know that these limits extend to the campus press as well.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
Ed note: In 1986, incest was a more serious women’s issue
Mary R. Virga, Coordinator
than child molestation. My, how times have changed.
Jennifer H. Wells, Assistant

-Daddy

Date: October 20, 1988
To: The Koala staff and readers
Fr: The Student Affirmative Action Committee (SAAC)
Re: The cartoon “Confucious Sez” (Reorientation Issue, September 1988)
In an attempt to reach a better understanding of the intentions and goals of the
Koala and the SAAC organizations African-American Students Union, Asian/
Pacific Islander Students Alliance, Disabled Students Union, Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan and the Womens’ Resource Center, SAAC would
like to express the following to the Koala staff and its readers.
We, the members of SAAC, find the cartoon “Confucious Sez” harmful and
contradictory to our goals of improving the welfare of the disabled, women and
students of color and the quality of education at UCSD.
Cross-cultural communication often presents challenging possibly humourous
situations in UCSD’s classrooms. Misunderstandings will occur with any
professor regardless of national origin. Targetting Chinese professors and TA’s
with the title “Confucious Sez” and a dehumanizing caricature of an Asian man is
racist and unfair. We hope that the Koala and all students realize that foreign
professors and TA’s enhance the educational quality of UCSD by bringing a
broader perspective and more knowledge to the campus. Communication
problems should be met with patience and understanding, not racism and
ridicule.

Aluthough the intentions of the artists may have been benign, the negative effects
of this cartoon on the Asian-American population at UCSD and the student body
as a whole are serious. Though the cartoon may draw laughs from a few students,
it will offend persons of Chinese or Asian descent and alienate the AsianAmerican student community from the broader college community. One of the
major goals of SAAC is to promote interracial understanding and to create a
diverse yet unified student body which is sensitive to all students’ needs and
feelings. This cartoon and past material printed in the Koala hinder progress
towards our goals. Lastly, it is SAAC’s understanding that the Koala wishes to
lampoon administrators, A.S. Presidents, the Greek System and other elitist or
establishment figures. Ethnic slurs and sexism (i.e. “The Cold Fish Bar and Cool
Place, October 29, 1986 and APSA Dance Review, Spring 1988) are not only
hurtful but are inappropriate and perhaps inferior material for the newspaper.
We believe an apology is due to the Asian-American students of UCSD, who
comprise nearly 25% of the student body, in the form of a written statement in
the next issue of the Koala.
-SAAC

Please Check Out Page 7 for the List of Courtesy Copies
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“On Top of the News Since 1982”

Joe Watson’s Jism Proves to
be Powerful Sunblock
UCSD scientists have found Joe Watson’s semen to have
an SPF value of 1000. That’s an even more effective
sunblock than sitting in a dark cellar at night. People with
rare skin diseases who formerly couldn’t even go out in the
sunlight for five minutes are now spreading Joe Watson’s
sputum all over there body and going out for a day at the
beach. Joe Watson, who’s been having to masturbate
overtime to keep up with the high demand for his semen,
says, “ I don’t mind the extra masturbating as long as it’s
helping people.”
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THE COLD FISH
10/29/86
From the Guardian’s Opinion section:

THE SMUTTY KOALA
Editor:
The “Cold Fish” article which appeared in the October 29th issue of The Koala is an example of the kind of
“smut” The Koala continues to print in their newspaper. It not only encourages and sanctions violence against women
(i.e. rape, battering, and even “murder”), but increases acceptance of such violence. Great strides are being made in
raising consciousness and awareness about the reality of rape and other acts of violence against women. Women and
men, in fact, are beginning to re-evaluate traditional male-female roles and to change societal attitudes, only to have
the above article come along and set us back another step. As long as the many myths and misconceptions about rape
continue, we will not be able to reduce the incidence of rape. The myth that “women fantasize about rape” is reinforced in the above article with the statement, “We are the beginning to every woman’s nightmare come true.” The
Koala, by such an article, not only degrades women but also degrades men, showing them as animals who are only
interested in “one thing.” All men are depicted as
expecting something in return for an evening
out.” Researchers have found that the media (in
this case a campus newspaper), by printing articles such as the above, can lead to anti-social
attitudes and behavior. The article not only demeans sorority women (“sorority teases, frigid
bitch”), but women who do not ‘consent’ to sex
on a date or any woman who asserts her “right to
say no.” The article encourages the attitude that
men should take whatever means are necessary
to engage a woman in sex, suggesting that the
man can arrange to “drug her drink” and “if that
doesn’t work” to teach her a lesson. So, Koala,
although we are aware that the media is guaranteed freedom of speech, the above article may
exceed the bounds of the kind of speech you are
guaranteed and may stray into that area of unprotected speech. Our program, and the many
women and men on campus who have expressed
their outrage to us, not only demand an apology,
but demand that The Koala discontinue its practice of printing such material and that the newspaper adopt stricter guidelines for future articles
and advertisements.
Carrie R. Wilson, Director
Mary R. Virga, Coord.
Ann Kruegel, Asst.
Rape Prevention Education Program
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“Now THAT’s Sexism”

We also
received
these
letters
personally:
(continued from Page 3)
Attachment
cc:
Vice Chancellor of Undergraduate Affairs, Joe
Watson
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs, Harold
Ticho
Assistant Chancellor, Nolan Penn
Director of Special Services, Nick Aguilar
Third College Provost, Cecil Lytle
Third College Dean, Luis Ramirez
Third College Resident Dean, Yolanda Trevino
Revelle College Provost, F. Thomas Bond
Revelle College Dean, Ernie Mort
Revelle College Resident Dean, Judith Edwin
Warren College Provst, David Wong
Warren College Dean, Denise Campbell
Warren College Resident Dean, J. Jevin Wood
Muir College Provost, Patrick Ledden
Muir College Dean, Chips Dreilinger
Muir College Resident Dean, Pat DanylyshynAdams
Fifth College Provost, James Lyon
Fifth College Dean, Harriet Marsh
Fifth College Resident Dean, Jane MacDonald
Director of Student Government and Activities,
Randon Woodard
American and Japanese Cross-Cultural Society
A. S. President Maynard Dimmesdale
Chinese Student Association
Hong Kong Student Association
International Club
Korean American Student Association
Malaysian Student Association
Sangam Indian Club
Kaibigang Pilipino
Students’ Cultural Organization for the Recognition of Ethnicity
Vietnamese Student Association
California Review
The UCSD Guardian
new indicator
People’s Voice Newspaper
Voz Fronteriza
We the People of UCSD
Students for Democratic Education
KSDT Radio
Revelle Third World Student Alliance Royal
Brotherhood of Excellence
Professor of Sociology, Wendy Ng
Professor of Mathematics, James Lin
Professor of Sociology, Bud Mehan
Panhellenic
Interfraternity Council
Revellations

[ ED NOTE: IS THAT IT? ]
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LETTERS
Koala Personal
Offensive and Insensitive
Editor:
I am a student from
Indiana University. A friend
from UCSD sent me a
clipping from the Personals
Section of The Koala.
Basically, the personal
was a confession to rape
perpetrated against an
intoxicated victim: “Sorry
you were to wasted to
remember anything.” The
writer flaunts the rape and
tells the victim, “If you ever
want to be my living blowup doll again, Just let me
know,” clearly playing on
the myth that women want
to be raped. (Rape is a
violent crime, not a sexual
issue.)
The appearance of this
personal is infuriating,
horrifying, criminal, and
cowardly in more ways than
I have room to include. My
first concern is for the
survivor of the assault, who
may recognize herself in his
heartless description.
Though this sick man is
trying to humiliate her
further, she should know that
she is not guilty. The shame
he attempts to throw on her
hangs on him. She deserves
to care for herself medically
and psychologically.
Women’s centers, rape
crisis centers, and mental
health services are ready to
help her. She doesn’t have to
bear her healing alone.
As for that newspaper, I
am appalled that they would
print an open attempt at
intimidation made by a
rapist against a victim. It
shocks me that they offer
themselves as a tool of
humiliation.
Blatant encouragement
for rapists perpetuates
widespread violence against
women.
Rape and sexual assault
are not funny. Trauma,
victim-blaming, feelings of
shame and fear are very real.
At least 25 percent of the
female population
experiences sexual assault;
many men are victims, and
all people suffer from the
violence and the
ambivalence of our society.
Why do they intensify the
problem? Idiots.
The perpetrator sounds as
if he will continue to prey on
vulnerable women. He needs
to be stopped. Students
should watch out for each
other. For his sake, he needs
psychological counseling.
He is a pathetic example of
the destructive effects of
learned brutality, sexism,
and hatred of women.
-Michelle Michelson

THE KOALA
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“THE ‘New” KOALA, made entirely from Old Koalas”

June 3, 1987
The Koala
C/O Editor
Dear Editor,
Although I am completely supportive of the alternative media’s first amendment rights, I do believe that
there are limitations to these rights.
In your last issue, “The Best of the Koala”, there was an article that equated Iranians with
“dirtbaggers”. This type of racist implication clearly oversteps your first amendment rights, and it is
completely inexcusable. I therefore, strongly urge you to write a letter of apology to the Iranian Student
Association. Moreover, I strongly urge you to print an apology to the students of UCSD and a retraction
of your racist comments in your next issue.

“Although I am completely supportive of alternative
media’s first amendment rights, I do believe that
there are limitations to these rights.”
Gold, pure gold. -Ed.

June 3, 1987
The Koala
C/O Editor
Dear Editor,
I have received several complaints about your “Dirtbags” article of May 18, 1987. Equating Iranian
and “Dirtbags” surely crosses that fine line between good humor and insulting journalism.
As you know, this is the second time this year there has been complaints about defamatory articles in
the Koala, again, the A.S. Council would like you to write a retraction. Since the Koala is not being
published again this year, a letter to the Editor of the Guardian would be in order. I thank you in advance for your consideration.

This isn’t even really
funny, but the AS sure
got through it
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(Before you embark on this
adventure story, and believe you me,
this is not a Marvel Comics reproduction, you should first familiarize
yourself with the word “DODE.” For
those of you who have not already
encountered the word “DODE,” the
best way to describe a dode is to
envision a bicolorous, veinous, fleshy,
cylinder. At this time, please do not
confuse this description with a Polish
sausage. To help those understand
further, other synonyms to dode
include: The Purple Intruder, Mr.
Happy, Piss-Pump, Taco Tong, HeatSeeking Moisture Missile, Mike
Hunter, Terry Midcalf, Moby... all short
for dick.)
So anyway, I’m drunker than a
skunk, and it’s getting to be about that
time: 12:00 a.m. and all’s throwing up.
One of the girls we were partying with
decides it’s time to yawn in technicolor.
She jumps up, jets into the john with a
friend following closely behind, and
just starts yuking radioactive puke
everywhere. Well, by now my friends
and I are standing under the door sill
laughing our asses off at the poor thing!
I think the bazooka-puka chick was
trying to tell us something, but all I
could make of it was, “Ut... aahUT,
allah, Ila, Hut... ah... ‘You..., ‘Hut, ut,
allah, allah, Iglglglgl...,” which made us
epileptic with laughter!!! Her friend,
Ms. Hoity-Toity, then chimed-in,
possibly translating for her (I don’t
know!), and said, “You know... you
guys are such dicks! Why don’t you
have a little more consideration....” To
which my suitemate quickly retorted,
“I prefer the term dode, if you
don’t mind, and why don’t you just
suck me while you’re at it....”
Then she comes off saying, “Well,
if I could find it, I would,” like any
ingenious 8th grade girl would say —
which made us laugh even harder. “I’d
need a straw to suck your dick,
asshole!” And that’s when Super Dode
busted down the door.
A guy, no less than seven feet tall,
dark hair, with a little curl that drooped

THE KOALA

on his forehead like the shape of a
cursive “d,” stood outside the door. He
had no shirt on, and his triangular patch
of chest hair pointed down toward the
cast iron belt-buckle with a capital “D”
inscribed on it. His belt held up a pair
of beige, baggy pants that clothed a pair
of extremely muscular legs, or so it
seemed. Cut like a washboard, the hulk
casually walked in with his hands on
his waist, looking around, inspecting
the situation, similar to a mother after
she’s caught you and your friends
smoking out.
At this point, Queen Puker was no
longer praying to the Porcelain God;
she was spray-painting the walls of the
stall. As soon as Ms. Hoity-Toity saw
this newcomer, and we continued to
laugh, she then turned herself into Ms.
Huffy-Puffy-Nostril-Fluffy and began
to verbally assalt Super Dode. Well,
being the cocky (ha-ha) chick that she
was, she pushed him to the limit. She
said shit like, “Who the hell are you?
Huh? Are you one of these micro-dicks’

friends? Why don’t you leave.... Can’t
you see that my friend is throwing up?
You’re only making the situation
worse...”
Super Dode just smirked and said,
“If you only knew....”
“Knew... about... what?” she said.
“What happens to young ladies when
they make reference to something small
in regards to a man’s penis.”
“What are you going to do... fuck
my brains out...?” she said, in an
anticipating tone like she had “heard
that one a million times.”
“Justice must be upheld...,” and in
an armstroke, he motioned us to move
back to give him some room. At this
point, we really wondered who the fuck
this guy... this beast, was. But somehow, we knew that his intentions were
good. He began to undo his buckle, and
Ms. Huffy began to say, “Oh, put that
little thing away.... I was only joking....”, not knowing that those would
be her famous last words.
Super Dode’s pants had dropped to
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the floor, leaving all of us in awe. JEEZUZ!! The guy had an Anaconda! The
muscular legs he had were only an
illusion. His dode was all wrapped
around his waist and legs and shit, and
he uncoiled that thing so fast, the
situation became chaotic. He was
wielding his two-handed sword like no
other, making Arthur and Excalibur
look like pansies. We simply stood back
and let Super Dode take care of
himself!
Seeing his proud weapon, Ms.
Huffy stammered backward against the
wall, bracing herself, amazed at the
dode he forced at her throat. Bazooka
Queen, who was groggy and exhausted,
started to rise from her deed, only to
see The Mighty Super Dode, and
passed out. With a loud “kerplunk’, her
head fell straight into her own puke,
and her friend became frightened to the
point where she realized it was a life or
death situation. She took her defensive
stance, and Super Dode said:
“You didn’t believe me, did you?
Justice must be maintained - you must
pay the consequences....”
Just after the words were spoken,
Ms. Huffy began a flurry of kick, punch
combinations, connecting on his rod.
Recalling on her knowledge of men,
she ran to the sink and turned on the
cold water as fast as she could. Knowing that this would turn his proud sword
into a rope, Super Dode quickly
intercepted her. Biff! Zonk!!! Kapow!
Without even as much as touching his
dode, he thwapped the chick in the head
five or six times with the thing,
knocking her unconscious and rectifying the situation.
“I guess I fucked your brains
out....”
He wrapped himself back up,
dressed, and told us, “Whenever you’re
in grave danger, and Justice needs to be
upheld, you can always rely on the
helping hand from Super Dode.” Then
he went out and got us some more beer.
Three Cheers for Super Dode!!!
Dude.

Koala Article Only Serves to Proliferate Violence Against Women
Editor:
The recent murders of a San Diego State student, a UCSD student, and another woman in
Clairemont should remind both campuses that violence against women in this society
continues unabated.
Kevin Perkins’ article (“Super DODE”) in the 2/23 Koala simply reminds us that such
violence continues without apology. That the murders and Perkins’ violent “humor” are as
predictable as they are deplorable does not mean that they necessarily deserve
extraordinary attention in themselves. Surely, those who knew the victims are also victims
and will seek “justice” as society permits it.
Those who know Perkins, who laugh with Perkins, and who think like Perkins will, in an
appropriately repressed way, communicate to him that he may have gone a little far this
time; those who are repulsed by Perkins’ “humor” will convey the same message in more
direct ways. In either case, the danger is that the murders will be seen as isolated events
and Perkins’ story will be seen as only juvenile excess which the dear boy will outgrow.
But this will be wrong.
Violence against women is constitutive of patriarchal society - one consequence of the
many contradictions underlying neo-colonization of the body by in our time, corporate
capitalism. Patriarchy is archetypically the privilege and power of dominance over
women.
Perkins’ penile fixation, as well as his brutal need/desire to sexually humiliate women, is
not aberration that is peculiar to Perkins; it is but one position on the spectrum of
patriarchal objectifications (more precisely, reifications) of women. It may be
different from other positions, but it is certainly not anomalous; that Perkins “chooses”
that position is of more psychological interest than otherwise.
Under patriarchy, through its highly successful capitalist permutations and institutions, all
women are potential victims, and all men are guaranteed the “right” to be oppressor.
It should not be surprising to anyone, then, that violence against women is pre-fabricated,
not raw, material for humor and will remain so until women liberate themselves from
every version of patriarchal roles of oppressors ( in short, when patriarchy is personally
socially dismantled and the body is decolonized). To a great extent, then, Perkins’ “story”
pre-exists him in a thousand different versions over several thousand years. That he so
poorly represents the genre and publicly humiliates himself in the process unintentionally
provides an element of irony that his parents, if any, and siblings, if any, might appreciate
reading his work.
As for the murders, how do they differ from the murders of most other women who don’t

happen to be college students? They don’t but they will unless we see in these tragedies
the connections linking them to violence against women in general and to the underlying
contradictions in our patriarchal society that made them inevitable.
Indeed, it does not greatly overstate the case to say that “rape” is one of the implicit
enabling metaphors of patriarchal society. One of the first documented rapes in the “Virgin
Land” of the “New World” was perpetrated by one of Columbus’ cronies on an enslaved
“native” woman given him by good old Chris. As prize? Reward? Payment? The Americas
themselves were raped over the centuries by Europeans spouting, among other lies and
enabling delusions, “Discovery, wilderness, savage, Manifest Destiny, lebansraum,” etc.,
as, ultimately, 95 million native Americans fell to genocide, and the earth itself was
secured for rape by capitalism.
All the while-could it have been otherwise? Violence against women proceeded apace:
woman as property, as slave, as (de) valued, other, to be found, “discovered,” women,
used, exchanged, impregnated, lost, left, sold, pedestaled, raped, murdered - as men
empowered by patriarchy saw fit.
We need only remind ourselves that today one in four women in this society has been the
victim of sexual abuse/violence to acknowledge that such violence is endemic to
patriarchy.
In this light, neither the murders nor Perkins’ rather thinly-veiled masturbatory coming out
is very surprising. If he’s lucky, Perkins will go on to a good-paying job with Dow
Chemical, Carghill Grain, or the Department Of Energy, where avenues of mega-death
sublimation come with job that was made for him.
The murderers of the three women simply will or will not be caught by society (and
history) that generated them and thousands of others that preceded and will follow.
Meanwhile, Perkins makes the Guardian look responsible, and the murderers make pigs
with Automatics at UCSD look reassuring.
The Committee for World Democracy (CWD) works toward a world built on the rubble of
patriarchy, a world in which not only Perkins and the murders are impossible but also one
in which men and women are enabled to see and understand each other as equal and
unique expressions in the poetry and dance of life.
CWD knows that patriarchy and democracy are mutually exclusive and that one of the
most fundamental expressions of freedom is in resistance to patriarchal institutions and
manifestation.
-Committee for World Democracy
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Don’t bother writing us asking cuz...

WE’RE ALREADY SORRY
Dear (check one):
Weak-minded student who feels guilty for reading THE KOALA Angry Father Student with few or no classes
Bourgeoisie college-attending minority student MQ Editor Colin “I’m not famous enough, yet” Parent State
Student Identifiable but not yet recognized group of oppressed students at UCSD Student getting bored with this
letter Student minority leader Chancellor Atkinson Rape Prevention Education Program UCSD Women’s
Caucus African American,
THE KOALA understands that your deepest moral convictions have been offended daughter can never
recover her virginity student fees are being totally wasted on our paper imaginary right to a non-hostile
environment outweighs our constitutional right to free speech paper relies on ours for content formerly cool
Monty Monteczuma has been horrifically mangled ability to perform at school has been diminished eyes are tired
from reading this letter pathetic existance is solely based on bitching and moaning.
THE KOALA would like to take this opportunity to say that Jewbacca attacked us first and we killed the
racist sonuvabitch say that she gave head like a pro mention that THE KOALA makes excellent bathroom tissue
tell you that there are lots of horny goats on Catalina Island ask you again to stop ripping off our material say
that Ambassador Monteczuma looks like a fag tell you to use our paper as a springboard for a multi-million dollar
resource center waste an ungodly amount of page space introduce you to OASIS in order to improve your english
skills beyond third-grade level.
Please accept the aforementioned sentiments as a tongue-in-cheek effort to mock you further a courtordered statement of remorse genuine regret, if you’ll leave us alone a bit of information on how and where to
find those goats you should blow a final warning a damn shame a great idea, just ask the homos and the women
an obvious last resort an indictment that you are not capable of even representing the minority group to which you
belong.
We also hope that you accept this apology for it is from the bottom of our hearts the half finished Smirnoff
Ice bottle that she left in our office the well of goodness that springs eternal from our hearts the deepest recesses
of our bowels a bunch of nice guys who are getting mean UCSD students who already have a faggie mascot
Jamaica the administration holding our status as students over our heads God
We also apologize for the article entitled: You are a dirty sinner Your daughter was easy What to do
when you’re bored Every negative ethnic sterotype is true Colin Parent - Reigning Muir College ana-felching
champion Ambassador Montezuma - best mascot ever I don’t know who you are, but I hate you We’re already
sorry I recognize your ugly mug and I hate you.

Signed:



Jeremy Rode

George Liddle

Kerry Drake



Erik Kapernick

(Note: A few items in the “Dear” line were crossed out when we found out that they no longer exist at UCSD. We felt
that leaving them in crossed out was an ample tribute, made in the hope of their eventual and glorious return.)
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KOALA

PERSONALS
To Pintu, that hottie at the Sangam booth: I
want to be your vegetarian delight beacause
I know you'll eat me up (out?).
-The Freshman Indian Girl
To Matt Y:
Damn you fine boy. I want you to ultimate
frisbee all over my face.
-The Cute girl from your compilers class.
to all the girls at the grove;
love the bandanas.
-snow
To Gabriel L,
You fine Cuban mo-fo! Damn boy I wish I
was the raft you floated over on so that you
could have ridden me for a few hours. You
look so fine driving around in that beemer.
Let me be the next to feel the power of that
dirty-ass mattress of yours!
-Your secret admirer.
To Amanda T,
You are the finest RA in Roosevelt! Why
don't you come over some time and give me
some "Resident Advising" if you know what
I mean.
-The Madly in Love Resident
To Prem,
You are the hottest thing on this campus!
Mojo-muji-ko!
To Raul,
You are the finest grader in my Physics
quizes! I follow you around campus, and
you never notice me, not even when I
follow you home. Please notice me, and I'll
fuck your brains out.
-The cute girl in the back of the class.
I want to let everyone know that one seventh of your life is spent on Mondays. So
please, treat Mondays with more respect. Kevin
Dear Ernesto,
Say Cheese!
Love,
Fred
To Yoway,
I want you to "Venture Forth" all over my
face! You sexy bitch you!
My guy-friends told me your hot salami can
really cook me up in the kitchen.
Truly, -The altar boy
To all available gay UCSD men:
I'm waiting for some hot anal action. I've
been repressing my gayness for way too
long and need some big dick in my hot ass.
Fuck me hard!
Aaron "Wanting big fat Dick" Watkins
I love Boobs
- The meat man

A.S. and W.T.
Now, I know you are reading this to make
sure there is no "discrimination"
involved...anyway, Thursday nights and the
rest of life aren't the same without you two.
Get yourselves out here soon! Call me
impulsive, call me compulsive, or you can
call me insane, but I miss my boys because
they are hot like wasabe. Although you
both make me feel like I'm fourteen again,
one thinks its cooler if we just stay
friends...lame! Haha...
Bye for now,
K.F.
To Steve Tapping:
Tapin' dat ass is more like it! Damn
frenchie, you so fly and foreign and shit!
pari;
oh my god,
you are allah's gift to middle eastern men.
i'm pointing east for you baby.
-moolah
ode to beautiful surfer girli see you,
coming to groundworks like a bird that has
no flower,
jeans match shirt, boots match bag,
your blonde hair and brown eyebrows light
my fire,
rub against me.
fifth year grove buddy
Its fucking 5am and im jacking off to the
picture of chancellor dynes
Dugout;
you know who you are. if you ever show
up for just fall quarter again and quit, i'm
going to beat the living piss out of you. this
is goobye for good limpdick.
-bingren
I hate you Civic. I really do. I hate your
interior. I hate grills. I hate your spoilers.
I hate how rice boys fawn over you. They
may dress you up but I'll know you'll
always that you're nothing more than cheap
car. You suck Civic. I'd rather have a Bug
than you.

We did not write these
personals. Knights of the KKK
did. We were kickin’ it over at
my house the other day and they
wanted to, so I let them. I
didn’t see you writing any
decent personals. You didn’t
even try. You didn’t even try.

Marcus, Will, I'll see you in hell. Don't
drive the firechicken to hard ya stinky little
bitch.
To the hotties of UCSD,
Thank you and your parents for being alive.
You make my day at UCSD sooo much
more enjoyable. Do not be discouraged at
the male population of UCSD....which
moslty consist of those San Fransiscan
posers. I laugh when I see them with you,
and I know you are thinking the same thing.
To all the posers...quit trying to be a true
San Diegan, and when and if you
graduate....get the fuck out!!! You have
polluted our sacred city for too long. P.S.
Get the fuck out of my way at Black's you
kooks.
Thanks, PITTED IN SAN DIEGO FOREVER
hello, this is.....well thats none of your damn
business but you can call me "That Girl"
anyway so yeah I was bored and some how
got to this web page, i thought i was pretty
fucking funny too :) but yeah i just wanted
to say hi to the people that made this and
tell them that i think its great! anyway yeah
im fucking stoned out of my mind, so i gotta
go eat now! hope you enjoyed this pointless
little thing! at least i got to waste your time!
see ya
-That Girl
To the guy who wrote the personal to
"Those Fine Ass Girls in 1527 Pepper
Canyon" in the last Koala:
If you're going to take the time to write a
personal then why don't you use your
obviously worthless brain and WRITE
YOUR OWN instead of ripping off L'il Kim
rap songs for your material. That's downright pathetic. You are unworthy of eating
ANYONE'S pussy. Even stank crusty
sweaty pussy.
Yo Alisa D., Stephanie W., Wee Jess,
What you been up to? So why aren't you
hanging out? Give me a ring sometime.
Need my number ... ask around.
Love Bear Paw
mmmmmmm Wasabi

I just want to send a shout out to my
homeboiz over at state, my two year old kid
Daviandre, and UCS muthafuckin D for
correctifyin that policie so I could get my
foot in the door even when SDSU rejected
this fool right here. Fuuuuck yeah
muthafuuuuucka!
To that fucking hot ass BILD 1 professor
who likes to bend over and give me a boner
everyday in class: YOU KNOW YOU
WANT ME HO!!... DON'T DENY IT!!!!!!
Bitter College Student Seeks Friend To
Share Lunch With

To the guy with a big ass dick and a hurricane tongue,
The ladies of 1527 in Pepper Canyon
want to say cum on over anytime and find
out just how we taste! Next time, leave your
number and we WILL get back to you. Let's
see how good your tongue really is and
maybe you can make us cum since NONE
of the other guys have succeeded.
From the ladies in 1527

Tired of reading personals written
by the KKK? Try writing some of
yer own at personals@thekoala.org.
And make em funny too.

